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greatest obstacles to Japanese emigration thither are the
intense cold and the difficulty of competing with the Chinese
labourer, who is content with small wages and a low standard
of living. Our people, therefore, if they desire our country
to continue to flourish, must look ahead and think of what
may be done when Manchuria and Mongolia, though
completely opened up, no longer provide an outlet for our
excess of population owing to the competition of the Chinese
labourer.*
It is greatly to be regretted that our people seldom see
more than that which lies at their feet, and do not take long
views. People in both Europe and America are already
asking where Japan will go after she has developed the
natural resources of Manchuria, Mongolia, and China, and
are saying that she is quartering the ground like a hawk and
searching the waters like a cormorant.
The following passages from Danger Spots in World
Population, by Warren S. P. Thompson, Professor of Sociology
in the University of Miami, will be of interest to any student
of the future of Anglo-Japanese relations.
In the western Pacific area by far the most urgent needs are
those of the Japanese. Japan is decidedly overpopulated now as
compared with most other countries. It needs more territory
for agricultural expansion and it needs larger mineral resources
for the development of its industry. Japan's policies with regard
to China are today being determined by this really urgent
economic need. . . . Their policy towards China is being, and
will be, determined by their estimation of the best way to exploit
Manchuria as well as certain resources in other parts of China.
Since this is the customary method of procedure in international
relations today, it does not in any way reflect discredit upon
Japan.
•	•	•	•	•
. . . But even if the Japanese have as free a hand in Manchuria
and China for the next twenty-five or thirty years as they have
had in the recent past, this will only postpone a little while the
time when they must seek new resources and new lands. In the
meantime, they will be growing stronger and will be preparing
to take what they need if it is not freely given them. Further-
more, as economic pressure comes to be more and more keenly
* Translator's note: The reader is, presumably, expected to know that
if the districts are opened up, Chinese labour will migrate there as well as
Japanese.

